USD 4,000,000

Export Amount(2017) USD 300,000
Export country

Japan, Taiwan, USA,
Germany, Spain, Singapore

Distribution network
Performance

E-mart, Home shopping,
Lotte mart, Online shops
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Quality

The PIECE of cake WALLPAPER is very
unique wallpaper. We prepasted on non
woven backed silk wallpaper and cut large
wallpaper into compact size for easy
handling and customer created design.
The major advantages are as belows;
The easiest wallpaper ever!
-	Just put into water and hang to wall.
That’s it!
No skill needed. Even kids can do it.
No tools needed.
-	Just prepare wet towel, stationary knife,
stationary ruler, which are available at any
home.
Very clean seam (joint)
-	Even beginners can do like experienced
wallpaper hanger
No need to remove existing wallpaper.
-	Just hang on the existing wallpaper
Any flat surface can be O.K.!
-	Interior painted wall (mostly water base
paint), outdoor painted wall(mostly solvent
base paint).
No need to move heavy furniture
-	If you want, just hang on visible areas.
Easy to remove
-	You can remove at any time you want
(even after 10 years )

Rating Region

FOB Price

USD 10

Contact Point

M.O.Q.

10

Target Customer

Housewife

Target Countries

China, USA, Europe

Beauty

Annual Sales(2017)

Distinction

U2 wallpaper (Unexpected Uniqueness) is the
leading DIY wallpaper company in Korea.

living

PIECE of cake WALLPAPER

www.u2wallpaper.com

U2 is much specialized in prepasted DIY
decorative materials such as prepasted
wallpapers, heat keeping self adhesive wallpaper
and heat keeping window sheets.?
Among them, Our PIECE of cake WALLPAPER
brand is the most competitive products. It is
the easiest wallpaper ever and anybody can do
DIY wallpaper hanging, with no tools, no skills.
even kids can do.
#Wallpaper #Interior #DIY #Wallcovering
#Self Interior #Modern #Silk Wallpaper
#Piece Wallpaper #Water Wallpaper
#Prepasted Wallpaper
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U2 Wallpaper Inc.

Homepage

fashion

Beauty

Manufacturing

Ho bum, Suh
+82-2-578-4634
ho@u2wallpaper.com
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